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Topics
1. A brief introduction to FLAC3D – What is the
applicability of FLAC3D for dynamic SSI analysis of
pile foundations?
2. A recommended procedure for seismic analysis of
soil-pile interaction in liquefying soils.
3. Lateral load test calibration of pile-soil coupling
spring properties for a FLAC3D
simulation of
lateral/seismic loading of a pile foundation
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What is FLAC3D?
FLAC3D is a general-purpose code that can simulate a full range of
nonlinear static & dynamic problems, with coupled fluid flow, heat transfer
and structural interaction. Any geometry can be represented, and the
boundary conditions are quite general.
FLAC3D simulates the behavior of nonlinear continua by the generalized
finite difference method (arbitrary element shapes), also known as the
“finite volume method.”
FLAC3D solves the full dynamic equations of motion even for quasi-static
problems. This has advantages for problems that involve physical
instability, such as collapse, as will be explained later. To model the
“static” response of a system, damping is used (“dynamic relaxation”) to
absorb kinetic energy.
FLAC3D contains an embedded language, FISH, that gives the user access
to all internal variables and allows custom-written functions.

FLAC3D

… is best suited to model continuous
materials (containing, perhaps, a few
discontinuities) that exhibit nonlinear
behavior. In particular, it features:

1.

Large-strain or small-strain calculation mode.

2.

Many built-in constitutive models that are representative
of geologic, or similar, materials; optional user-written
models.

3.

Interface elements to simulate distinct planes of weakness.

4.

Groundwater and consolidation (fully coupled) models with automatic phreatic
surface calculation.

5.

Structural element models for rock/soil-structure interaction – cables, piles,
beams, liners, shotcrete, soil reinforcement, etc.

6.

Optional dynamic analysis capability; full groundwater coupling.

7.

Optional viscoelastic and viscoplastic (creep) models.

8.

Optional thermal model, with coupling to solid & fluid.
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Basis of FLAC3D
FLAC3D uses an explicit, dynamic solution scheme to solve the
full dynamic equations of motion even for quasi-static problems.
This has advantages for problems that involve physical instability,
such as collapse.
To model the “static” response of a system, a relaxation scheme
is used in which damping absorbs kinetic energy. This approach
can model collapse problems in a more realistic and efficient
manner than other schemes, e.g., matrix-solution methods.
FLAC3D treats interactions between separate objects (e.g., zones
or structural elements) as boundary conditions; there is no
concept of a “joint element.” The Distinct Element Method
(DEM) is used for interactions.

Why use an Explicit, Dynamic Solution scheme?
Difficulties faced in numerical simulations in geomechanics
1.
2.
3.

Physical instability
Path dependence
Implementation of strongly nonlinear constitutive models – for
example, strain-softening models or models that exhibit volumetric
collapse.

These difficulties are addressed by using an explicit, dynamic solution
scheme. This approach is not new or unique, but it has been used – with
success – to test, calibrate and apply constitutive models on many illbehaved physical systems for more than 30 years.
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The consequence of this scheme is that each element appears to be
physically isolated from its neighbors during one time step;
Thus …

(for all mass-points)

Forces are fixed
during this
calculation

(for all elements)

The calculation cycle

Strainrates are
fixed during this
calculation

Hence the implementation of nonlinear constitutive laws is
quite straightforward:
The explicit scheme
uses a time step so
small that information
cannot propagate
between neighbors in
one step.

t 

x min
Cp

Thus, each element is isolated
during one step, enabling

The “input strain” is fixed, and there are no influences from other
elements, during the step. No incremental stress/strain matrix is
needed – the constitutive relations are used directly. Plastic
behavior requires no iteration (or return algorithm) during the step.
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Constitutive Models for FLAC and FLAC3D

Elasticity models:
Isotropic
Transversely isotropic
Orthotropic

Built‐in Models

Plasticity models:
Drucker‐Prager
Mohr‐Coulomb
Ubiquitous‐joint
Strain‐hardening/softening
Bilinear strain‐hardening/softening/ubiquitous‐joint
Double‐yield
Modified Cam‐clay
Hoek‐Brown
Cysoil – friction hardening, with elliptical cap
Chsoil – simplified Cysoil (alternative to Duncan‐Chang)
Dynamic Liquefaction models:
Finn (Martin et al., 1975) model
Bryne, 1991 model
Creep models:
Viscoelastic
Burger’s substance viscoelastic
Two‐component power law
Reference creep formulation (WIPP)
Burger‐creep/Mohr‐Coulomb viscoplastic
Two‐component power law/Mohr‐Coulomb viscoplastic
WIPP‐creep/Drucker‐Prager viscoplastic
Crushed‐salt

User‐defined Models*
Elasticity models:
Hyperbolic elastic
Duncan‐Chang, 1980
Plasticity models:
NorSand
Jardine et al., 1986
Manzari‐Dafalias, 1997
Kleine et al., 2006
Concrete hydration
vonWolffersdorff hypo‐plastic
Dynamic Liquefaction models:
UBCSAND
UBCTOT
Wang, 1990
Roth et al.,2001
Andrianopoulos, 2005
Creep models:
Minkley viscoplastic
Hein‐crushed salt
Salzer creep
Lubby2 creep

*partial list of models created by
(or developed for) code users

Why use FLAC3D for dynamic
analysis?
FLAC3D simulates the full, nonlinear response of a system
(soil, rock, structures, fluid) to excitation from an external
(e.g., seismic) source or internal (e.g. vibration or blasting)
sources.
Therefore it can reproduce the evolution of permanent
movements due to yield and the progressive development of
pore pressures (and their effect on yield).
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Recommended Steps in a Seismic Analysis of
Soil-Pile Interaction in Liquefying Soils
Step 1:

Estimate representative soil and structure properties
– Consider effective stress analysis
– Include modulus reduction and damping ratio curves
– Select representation of liquefaction

Step 2:

Determine appropriate dynamic loading
– Perform and check deconvolution analysis
– Evaluate seismic motion characteristics

Step 3:

Construct FLAC3D model
– Ensure accurate calculation of wave propagation
– Calculate static equilibrium state
– Check stability

Step 4:

Perform seismic simulations
– apply dynamic loading and boundary conditions
– undamped elastic and Mohr‐Coulomb seismic
simulations to check model conditions
– damped Mohr‐Coulomb seismic simulations
– liquefaction seismic simulations
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Deformation Properties
for an Effective Stress Analysis
Material
Soil 1

moist unit wt. sat. unit wt. porosity dry unit wt. dry dens.
(pcf)
(pcf)
(pcf)
(slugs/ft3)
126
132
0.35
110.0
3.421

Vs
(ft/sec)
856

Vp
(ft/sec)
2138

G
(psf)
2.510E+06

K
(psf)
1.230E+07

.
.
.

Strength Properties
for an Effective Stress Analysis
Material
Soil 1

.
.
.

drained cohesion
(psf)
0

drained friction
(degrees)
30

(N1)60

c1

c2

10

0.4892

8.176E-01

residual strength
(psf)
400

To simulate liquefaction:
e.g., Finn-Byrne model
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Dynamic simulations with fully-coupled pore fluid
In order to include water in the groundwater mode (CONFIG fluid) in FLAC3D then
the water modulus must be selected carefully. The behavior of the model depends on
the following ratio

RF 

KW / n
K  43 G

Where KW is the water bulk modulus, n is the porosity and K & G are the drained
elastic bulk and shear moduli.
There is a temptation to decrease the water modulus, in order to increase the time step
(and reduce the simulation time). There are two cases to consider:
1.

Using the “correct” water modulus ( 4.1  10 7 psf for pure water), if RF  20 then it may
be decreased such that RF  20 without affecting the results significantly.

2.

If RF  20 using the “correct” fluid modulus, then that value should be used.
As an example, K w  4.1  10 6 psf is considered representative of saturated sandy soils
(Chaney, 1978).

In the case of models with a large range of elastic moduli, the fluid modulus can be made
to depend on local values of moduli, provided that the above conditions are respected.

Soil characteristics under dynamic loading
Soils exhibit stiffness degradation and energy dissipation when subjected to dynamic
cycling loading. Hysteresis occurs for all levels of cyclic strain, resulting in an
increasing level of damping with cyclic amplitude. Damping is rate-independent.
Volume strain is induced by shear strain; in particular, volume-strain accumulates with
cycles of shear strain.

Nonlinear characteristics of soils (Martin and Seed, 1979)

How do we represent this behavior in a nonlinear numerical solution method?
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Elastic/plastic models
The built-in models in FLAC3D consist of various elastic/perfectlyplastic relations. There is only hysteresis for cyclic excursions that
involve yielding.
stress

(Note that even this crude model produces
continuous damping and modulus relations, for
excursions above yield)

strain

There may be volume
changes during yield but
normally they are dilatant
(not such as to cause
liquefaction)

Material Models and Damping
Ideally, a comprehensive model for soil would account for all the
physical effects that occur during cyclic loading, such as energy
dissipation, volume changes and stiffness degradation.
An ideal model does not exist, so we need to compromise, and
account for some important aspects (such as damping and
cyclic volume changes) separately.
Additional hysteresis damping can be included in an elastic/plastic
model using either:
• Rayleigh damping
• Hysteretic damping
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Rayleigh damping
Rayleigh damping may be used in FLAC3D as an approximation to hysteretic
(frequency‐independent) damping. Two viscous elements are used to make up
the damping matrix:

The “mass‐proportional” term is like a dashpot connecting each gridpoint to
“ground.” The “stiffness‐proportional” term is like a dashpot connected across
each zone (responding to strainrate).
Although both dashpots are frequency‐dependent, an approximately
frequency‐independent response can be obtained over a limited frequency
range, by the appropriate choice of coefficients.

Rayleigh damping – cont.
Combined curve reaches
minimum at:

ratio of damping to critical

combined
stiffness‐proportional only
mass‐proportional only
frequency
Note 3:1 frequency range over which
combined damping is almost constant
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Rayleigh damping – cont.
The drawbacks with Rayleigh damping are that:
1.

The center frequency must be chosen – from sometimes
conflicting data (e.g., the site resonance or the earthquake average
frequency)

2.

The stiffness‐proportional term causes the time step to be reduced
as the damping ratio (lambda), at the highest natural frequency, is
increased:

Hysteretic Damping in FLAC3D
FLAC3D provides an optional hysteretic damping function for dynamic
simulations. The damping is independent of the material models, and consists
of a strain‐dependent multiplier on the tangent shear modulus.

  M s ( )
d
dM s
Mt 
 Ms 
d
d

   / Go
Go = small‐strain
shear modulus

M s  secant modulus
M t  tangent modulus




1.2

1
Modulus reduction factor

If the secant modulus is given by a
“degradation curve”, then the tangent
modulus can be derived:

0.8
0.6

0.4
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0.1

1

10

Cyclic strain %

From Seed & Idriss (1970)

 shear stress
 shear strain
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Given a particular modulus‐degradation function, the resulting tangent‐
modulus is used to multiply the apparent shear modulus (Go) provided by the
constitutive model:


G  M tG

JOB TITLE :

The apparent strain is the
deviatoric strain accumulated
since the previous reversal
point. Such reversal‐points are
kept in a “stack” so that
embedded cycles within a
main cycle may be followed.

FLAC (Version 4.00)
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elastic model with hysteretic damping

Thus, energy is dissipated for “mini‐loops” as well as the main
hysteresis loop.

The hysteretic damping formulation has three advantages.
1.

“Standard” G/Gmax degradation curves used in equivalent‐linear
analyses may be used directly in FLAC & FLAC3D, to perform fully
nonlinear simulations with the same material response.

2.

The damping does not affect the time step (in contrast to Rayleigh
damping, which may profoundly reduce the time step).

3.

The damping may be used with any material model, and with any of
the other damping schemes (optionally) active.

One “disadvantage” is that published degradation curves seem to be
inconsistent – i.e., a hysteretic model that conforms to the G/Gmax curve
does not necessarily conform to the associated damping curve …
1.2
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“Good” fit to Seed & Idris data for G/Gmax (sigmoidal 3‐parameter function) –
note inconsistent damping result.
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Estimate material damping parameters
for the FLAC3D model
SHAKE can be used to estimate material damping input to represent the inelastic
cyclic behavior of the soils specified as Mohr-Coulomb material in a FLAC3D
model. Damping parameters can be estimated for both Rayleigh damping and
hysteretic damping. An equivalent-linear analysis is performed with SHAKE
using the shear wave speeds, densities, and modulus reduction and damping ratio
curves for the different soil layers and the target earthquake motion specified for
the site.
Strain-compatible values for the shear modulus reduction factors and damping
ratios are determined from the SHAKE analysis. Average modulus reduction
factors and damping ratios are estimated for each of the layers, and are input
parameters for Rayleigh damping applied in FLAC3D.
The expected range of cyclic shear strains for the given site conditions is needed
in order to specify a best-fit range for the modulus reduction and damping ratio
curves used with hysteretic damping in FLAC3D. This can be estimated from
the range of the equivalent uniform cyclic shear strains determined from the
SHAKE analysis.
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Liquefaction - principles

expansion

Consider a box of dry sand, subjected to cycles of shear strain.
On initial loading, sand usually compacts and then dilates. On
unloading, the sand follows a similar path to loading, but some
residual volume strain remains at zero strain. Depending on the
initial porosity, this can represent a net compaction.

compaction

Now suppose the pores are filled with water.
For a constant-volume test, the effective stress decreases, but the pore
pressure remains constant.
For a constant-applied-load test (e.g., normal load on box is fixed), the pore
pressure increases and the effective stress decreases.
Liquefaction occurs when the effective stress becomes zero.

Liquefaction principles (2)
Thus, pore-pressure increase is not the primary cause of liquefaction; it is the
decrease in effective stress due to lower contact forces between particles (after
re-arrangement).
Pore pressure does increase in some cases: e.g., if there is a constant overburden
(total) stress.
With a comprehensive constitutive model, the process of liquefaction would
occur “automatically,” with the associated pore pressure changes being
handled by FLAC3D’s fully coupled calculation.

However, with a simple Mohr Coulomb model, we can treat liquefaction by
simplified procedures, in which pore pressure increments are added to elements
as a function of cyclic shear stress (e.g., Roth et al model) or volume strains
are added to elements, as a function of cyclic strain amplitude (e.g., Finn-Byrne
model).
.
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Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR)

(Byrne, P.M., Naesgaard, E., and Seid‐Karbasi, M., 2007)

Cyclic Simple Shear Test

Roth et al Model

i
D i = 0.5 / N L

Schematic showing basic principals of Roth et al model
Roth, W.H., Bureau, G., Brodt, G., (1991) “Pleasant Valley Dam: An Approach
to Quantifying the Effect of Foundation Liquefaction,” 17th International
Congress on Large Dams, Vienna, 1199‐1223.
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Finn-Byrne Model
For simple shear loading (dry conditions):
1.0



0.8





B
v

 0.4  
 C1 exp  

 C1  

C1  8.7  N1 60 

B
v
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Amplitude of cyclic shear strain

-1.0
0.0

0.5
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1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

x10^2

Volumetric strain increases
with level of cyclic shear strain

 vB
 C1

For given , rate of accumulation
decreases with the number of cycles
Volumetric strain increases when
SPT ( N1 )60 decreases
Number of cycles
Byrne, P. M. (1991) “A Cyclic Shear‐Volume Coupling and Pore‐Pressure Model for Sand,” in
Proceedings : Second International Conference on Recent Advances in Geotechnical Earthquake
Engineering and Soil Dynamics (St. Louis, Missouri, March 1991), Paper No. 1.24, 47‐55, 1991

Wharf Deck and Pile Properties
Deck (shell structural elements) –
elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
thickness, unit weight (mass density)
Pile (pile structural elements) –
elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
radius

Pile/Soil Interface (default behavior) –
shear stiffness, cohesion, friction,
normal stiffness, cohesion, friction,
perimeter
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Recommended Steps in a Seismic Analysis of
Soil-Pile Interaction in Liquefying Soils
Step 1:

Estimate representative soil and structure properties
– Consider effective stress analysis
– Include modulus reduction and damping ratio curves
– Select representation of liquefaction

Step 2:

Determine appropriate dynamic loading
– Perform and check deconvolution analysis
– Evaluate seismic motion characteristics

Step 3:

Construct FLAC3D model
– Ensure accurate calculation of wave propagation
– Calculate static equilibrium state
– Check stability

Step 4:

Perform seismic simulations
– apply dynamic loading and boundary conditions
– undamped elastic and Mohr‐Coulomb seismic
simulations to check model conditions
– damped Mohr‐Coulomb seismic simulations
– liquefaction seismic simulations

Seismic Input
Mejia & Dawson (see proceedings of the 4th International FLAC Symposium –
paper 04‐10) present a very clear description of the ways in which seismic input
may be applied to a model. (The figures in this section are reproduced from their
paper, with permission).
There are two main options ‐
1.
2.

Rigid base (velocity or acceleration history applied directly)
Flexible base (velocity history converted to applied stress history)

If the target motion is provided for any location except for the base of the
model, then deconvolution is necessary, to develop a time history to be
applied at the model base such that the simulation would reproduce the
target motion at the specified location, under free field conditions (e.g., no
structures).
Normally the program SHAKE is used for deconvolution. SHAKE is an
equivalent‐linear program, and is thus unable to follow nonlinearity
directly; it adjusts the secant shear modulus and damping of each layer
iteratively to obtain the approximate effect of nonlinearity, averaged over
the whole time history.
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Earthquake Deconvolution

Seismic input

SHAKE works in the frequency domain,
using the sum of the upward‐ and
downward‐propagating waves. At each
interface between layers, there is an
analytical solution for the reflected &
transmitted portions of each wave. By
solving the resulting system of equations,
transmission between any two locations
(e.g., between base & surface) may be
computed.
(After Mejia & Dawson, 2006)

SHAKE input & output is available either
1.
2.

at the boundary between two layers – termed within motion, which is a
superposition of upward‐ and downward‐propagating waves; or
at a notional free surface of the same depth as the requested layer
boundary – the motion that would occur at an outcrop free surface.
Thus, the outcrop motion is simply twice the upward‐propagating wave.
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For a rigid FLAC3D model base, the following example illustrates the procedure.

(After Mejia & Dawson, 2006)

Note that the within motion (at ‐60 m) is the actual motion at that
depth – the sum of upward‐ and downward‐propagating waves.

The use of SHAKE to compute the required input motion for the rigid base
of a FLAC3D model leads to a good match between the target surface
motion and the surface motion computed by FLAC3D, for a model that
exhibits a low level of nonlinearity. (The input motion already contains the
effect of all the layers above the base, because it contains the downward‐
propagating wave).
A different approach must be taken if FLAC3D is to model more realistic
systems, such as
1.

sites that exhibit strong nonlinearity; or

2.

the effect of a surface or embedded structure.

In the first case, the real nonlinear response is not accounted for by SHAKE in
its estimate of the base motion.
In the second case, secondary waves from the structure will be reflected
from the rigid base, causing artificial resonance effects.
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For most sites encountered in practice (except those where the existence of a very stiff bedrock
justifies a rigid base) a flexible base to the FLAC3D model should be used. In this case, the quiet
base condition is selected, and the upward‐propagating wave only from SHAKE used to compute
the input stress history. (This is derived as the outcrop velocity history, converted to a stress
history by using the formula   CS  v ).

(After Mejia & Dawson, 2006)

Evaluate Seismic Motion Characteristics
‐ determine frequency content of input motion
‐ determine cutoff frequency for reasonable model size and runtimes
‐ check residual drift (Is baseline correction needed?)

Note that …
FLAC3D chooses its time step for numerical stability based on the p‐wave speed ‐

 x 
t  min  
 CP 

where

CP 

K  43 G



Thus, small, stiff zones (elements) determine the time step.
Zone sizes should be chosen small enough to resolve the smallest wavelength: e.g.,

x   min / 10

(  C s / f )
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Effect of zone size –

time

time

x   min / 10

x   min /10

High frequencies should be avoided in input waveforms,
to reduce the minimum wavelength (try filtering).

Check frequency content of input record
JOB TITLE : Acceleration Record

FLAC (Version 4.00)
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Recommended Steps in a Seismic Analysis of
Soil-Pile Interaction in Liquefying Soils
Step 1:

Estimate representative soil and structure properties
– Consider effective stress analysis
– Include modulus reduction and damping ratio curves
– Select representation of liquefaction

Step 2:

Determine appropriate dynamic loading
– Perform and check deconvolution analysis
– Evaluate seismic motion characteristics

Step 3:

Construct FLAC3D model
– Ensure accurate calculation of wave propagation
– Calculate static equilibrium state
– Check stability

Step 4:

Perform seismic simulations
– apply dynamic loading and boundary conditions
– undamped elastic and Mohr‐Coulomb seismic
simulations to check model conditions
– damped Mohr‐Coulomb seismic simulations
– liquefaction seismic simulations

2D Extrusion Tool
Construction View
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2D Extrusion Tool
ExtrusionView

FLAC3D Grid
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FLAC3D Grid
with Wharf and Piles

Pile Elements connected to
Shell Element
shell element

pile element
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Initial Pore Pressure Distribution

6000 (psf)
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Factor of Safety*

*based upon the “strength reduction method”
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Recommended Steps in a Seismic Analysis of
Soil-Pile Interaction in Liquefying Soils
Step 1:

Estimate representative soil and structure properties
– Consider effective stress analysis
– Include modulus reduction and damping ratio curves
– Select representation of liquefaction

Step 2:

Determine appropriate dynamic loading
– Perform and check deconvolution analysis
– Evaluate seismic motion characteristics

Step 3:

Construct FLAC3D model
– Ensure accurate calculation of wave propagation
– Calculate static equilibrium state
– Check stability

Step 4:

Perform seismic simulations
– apply dynamic loading and boundary conditions
– undamped elastic and Mohr‐Coulomb seismic
simulations to check model conditions
– damped Mohr‐Coulomb seismic simulations
– liquefaction seismic simulations

Steps to apply dynamic boundary conditions
for the FLAC3D model
1.

Apply free-field boundaries along the sides of the model after all
other grid conditions are set.

2.

Apply quiet boundaries along the bottom of the model.

3.

Apply compliant boundary at base by converting input wave into a
shear stress wave  s  2Cs vs where  and Cs are properties of
the material at the model base and vs is the deconvoluted velocity.

4.

Monitor velocities at selected locations during test runs to check that
the applied input wave at the base is appropriate.
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Dynamic Boundary Conditions

Free-Field Lateral Boundaries

Quiet Base Boundary

Input Velocity at Base
Velocity
(ft/sec)

vs
0.75
0.60
0.45
0.30
0.15
0.0
-0.15
-0.30
-0.45
-0.60
-0.75

Time (seconds x 10)
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Perform undamped elastic and Mohr-Coulomb
seismic simulations to check model conditions:
- monitor maximum elastic shear strains that develop
- monitor frequencies for natural response of materials
- check that applied dynamic loading is correct
- check lateral dynamic boundary conditions
- check use of quiet boundaries along model base
- check distance of boundaries from region of interest

Velocity at Base and Crest
Velocity
(ft/sec)

vs
0.90
0.75
0.60
0.45
0.30
0.15
0.0
-0.15
-0.30
-0.45
-0.60

x-velocity at base
x-velocity at crest

-0.75
-0.90

Time (seconds x 10)
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Excess Pore Pressure Distribution at 20 sec
(with Finn-Byrne material)

2400 (psf)
2000
1600
1200
800
400
0

Excess Pore Pressure Histories
(with Finn-Byrne material)
Pressure
(psf)
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Time (seconds x 10)
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Pile Displacement Vectors at 20 sec
(with Finn-Byrne material)
max. displacement (at 20 sec.) = 3.65 ft.

Pile Moments at 20 sec
(with Finn-Byrne material)
Pile Moments (k‐ft)
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
‐200
‐400
‐600
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General Comments
1. This model is composed of 156,000 hexahedral zones,
400 pile elements and 6480 shell elements.
2. A dynamic simulation for 10 seconds of seismic
loading requires approximately 1 day to complete on
an Intel four-core i7 (2.67GHz) computer. (FLAC3D is
multi-threaded, so faster runtimes can be expected on
computers with more cores.)

Lateral Loading of A Single Pile
Numerical Load Tests
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Lateral Loading of Single Pile
• Pile Design: Response of a single pile to lateral
loading
• Develop case specific p‐y curves accounting for
the effect of
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Soil layering
Rotation fixity condition at head
Pile bending stiffness
Pile cross section
Ground Slope
Axial load
Interaction with other loads nearby

FLAC3D Model
• Concrete Pile: 0.6 m (2 ft) diameter and 6 m
(16.4 ft) long
• Axial load of 100 kN (22500 lbs)
• Embedded in soil with φ=35° and c=1kPa (42
psf)
• Free to rotate at the top
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Soil‐Pile Interface
• Interface needed between soil and pile
elements to capture
– No tension at pile‐soil interface (development of
gap behind the pile in direction opposite to
loading)
– Slip at pile‐soil interface

• Properties: Normal stiffness, Shear stiffness,
Shear strength (Cohesion and Friction angle),
Tensile strength and Dilation angle

Interface Element
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Guidelines for Interface Properties
• Stiffness:
– Not very important as we are interested only in
slip and separation
– Use values stiff enough not to affect results but
not too stiff to penalize time step too much.
4 

 K  3G
kn , k s  10 max 

 zmin 



• Cohesion and friction: About 2/3 times that of
soil unless better data available from testing

FLAC3D Grid
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Step 1: Stress Initialization (Pile Weight)

Units: Pa

Step 2: Vertical Loading

Units: Pa
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Step 3: Lateral Loading
Yielding Zones

Step 3: Lateral Loading (final)
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P‐y curves (Free head)

P‐y curves (No head rotation)
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Sloping ground (upslope)

Sloping ground (downslope)
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P‐y curves (upslope)

P‐y curves (downslope)
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General Comments
1.This model is composed of 3276 hexahedral
zones
2.A dynamic simulation for 0.8 inches of lateral
movement at head requires approximately 30
minutes to complete on an Intel four-core i7
(2.67GHz) computer.

Final Comments
1. Know the limitations and capabilities of the numerical
analysis program you are planning to use. Does the
code have sufficient capabilities to simulate the
important conditions of the problem?
2. Start as simple as possible.
complexity as necessary.

It is better to add

3. Check and calibrate the model (with other solution
methods, or in-situ data, if possible) throughout the
model simulation.
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Thank You for Attending !!
Questions ??
For more details
Web: www.itascainternational.com
Email: icg@itascacg.com
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